FAST TRACK DESIGN SERVICE
honest independent advice

enquiries@lightboutiq.com - www.lightboutiq.com - 020 8749 1900

Lightbout.iQ is an independent lighting specification and supply
company supporting professionals and private clients with residential,
commercial and exterior projects. Independent from all manufacturers
we provide personalised and impartial advice supporting the delivery
of your lighting requirements. Our comprehensive service, provides
an unparalleled level of experience and technical support.

Please call us on 0208 749 1900 to discuss your Fast Track Design Project.
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FAST TRACK DESIGN SERVICE
Our fast track design service provides you with inspired, practical and independent advice
for all your lighting needs. This service is being offered to provide a quicker and more
flexible approach for our clients who do not require, nor have the time for a full design
service. This service also works particularly well for the smaller projects, the pro active
client or where an experienced design team is already in place.
Considerations will include ensuring the balance of light levels, suitable task lighting, the
overall aesthetic, the correct placement of fittings, lighting controls and products specified
to meet your budget.
Once we have met with you, notes and suggestions taken from site will be scanned over
for your reference. The notes will include hand marked up plans annotating suggested
placement of fittings and circuiting along with control plate positions. If agreed, further
work will be completed back in the office, this may include further notation of plans, product
specification sheets, budget estimate and recommendations for sourcing of decorative
fixtures.
We are happy to meet either on site, at our warehouse in West London or the Design Studio
in Kings Cross.

Please call us on 0208 749 1900 to discuss your Fast Track Design Project.

Delivering exceptional lighting
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Fast Track Design Service
honest independent advice

Rebecca Weir, Creative Director of Lightbout.iQ has over twenty years experience creating and lighting beautiful homes. With over
1000 projects completed world wide Rebecca’s wealth of knowledge is now accessible on a flexible, chargeable hourly rate. For smaller
projects Rebecca and her team will provide sensible, independent and impartial advice on to how to make the best of your home. It might
be just a tweak, an extra layer of light, a touch of inspiration or added drama for entertaining. The team are able to provide well thought
through subtle touches to your plans or an independent overview of an existing lighting scheme.
In any build project, clients feel bamboozled by the number of decisions that need to be made. Rebecca will help you. Having developed five
of her own homes, from light revamps to complete new builds she has a wealth of experience to share. Rebecca’s detailed knowledge of the
market will save you time and ensure you avoid costly mistakes.
A well thought through lighting scheme will transform your home, it will guide you, enchant you and inspire you creating a wonderful sense
of well-being. The development of your home should be the start of a beautiful life long journey. Our goal is to help you realise your vision.
The fast track design service is supported with technical advice and product sales by Lightbout.iQ’s specification team.
Please call us on 0208 749 1900 to discuss your Fast Track Design Project.
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You will Provide
A set of plans, including where available detailed elevations, mood boards and inspirational
images. If these are not available the estate agents floor p lans o r a h and m arked s ketch
work well.

Our Charges
All work on your project is charged for. This includes meetings, design coordination,
product specification and revisions.
All charges will be clearly outlined in advance and will require written approval for work or
meetings to proceed.
The design service is charged on an hourly rate. The minimum charge per site visit is one
hour @ £375 plus VAT for the first hour. Each following hour is charged at £250 plus
VAT. Travel time outside of central London is chargeable.

If Further Advise Is Needed?
We can support the construction team with technical advice and attend site if required. We
will also assist with commissioning and programming of the lighting scheme when needed.
All meetings require reasonable notification and should be booked well in advance.
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Client Testimonials
I believe using a lighting designer is absolutely

Lighting is an art form in it's own right. When a

integral to a successful design project as it can

talented lighting designer such as Rebecca works on

change the whole ambiance of a room at the press

a project the interior takes on a whole new dimension.

of the switch, I have never used an interior designer

Successful lighting is key to a successful interior.

Gail Taylor

before but would never contemplate a renovation /
new build without consulting a lighting designer.
Everyone I have ever spoken to at Light.iQ have

We rate Light.iQ as one of the best lighting

been really helpful, even after many years of wear

designers in the country and regularly use them

and tear they are willing and able to help you

in our high end kitchens. As lighting is a key to

source and replace any parts as need be. I believe

enjoying a kitchen environment in the evenings

they are well worth the extra expense as I feel

using their skills gives us a great advantage over our

having stunning lighting which will add value and

competitors and makes our kitchen spaces equally

appeal to any property.

pleasurable to be in day or night.

Janine Glantz

Johnny Grey

After working closely with Light.iQ, the finished design was
implemented and I couldn’t be happier. I used less spots, saving a
significant amount of money both on installation (most electricians
charge per spot installed) and not buying excessive number of
lights. This has the longer term saving as I use less power as well.
I also benefited from features I would never have dreamed of using,
such as strip LED lighting behind shelving units, getting better
quality lights in my loft and downstairs toilet, and the spots that were
used were very well placed so, for example, the light was “bounced”
from walls or were placed above wardrobes. I had some original
artwork which featured in my original layout and after discussion
with Light.iQ, the layout was altered to make the most of the artwork

creative lighting solutions proved to be an essential component

and the lighting design structured so I had lights pointing at the art.

of our overall design. They worked seamlessly with our design

Overall I feel the finish was excellent and not only would I strongly

lighting design. The end result is a lighting scheme the sits at

recommend using them, I will use them on my next project.

the heart of the ambience and character of our home.

Stuart Leighton
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Light.iQ were an absolute pleasure to work with. Their ability
to combine state of the art technical know-how, with a flair for

team and architects to produce a tasteful and imaginative

Graham Clempson

The Languages Of Light
Written by Rebecca Weir, Director

Rebecca's recent book; ‘The Languages Of Light’ is stated by The Vice President
of The Institute Of Lighting Professionals as 'An intelligent and beautiful
exploration of the transformative power of light’. Kate Slesinger, Publishing
Director of House and Garden says ‘This book will become your best friend when
it comes to making the space sing and resonate with the music of light’.
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